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Abstract
In this article a method for calculation of the finite-difference Navier-Stokes equations with a
time step Δt = h/uflow (h is the average cell's size, uflow flow velocity) at the minimal expenses
of computer time is suggested. To realize the Newton-type iteration scheme and in order to
avoid solving large-volume linear systems of equations for points k, which contain the variations
of unknowns not only at the point k but also at points k′ neighbouring with the point k, we
replace the unknown relations between the variations of quantities at nearest points k and k′
with artificial  ones. Therefore the unknowns at the point k can be directly determined via
equations  at  the  point  k  and  one  does  not  need  to  apply  complicated  technique.  The
introduction of artificial relations between the variations of quantities at nearest nodes or cells
and the use of approximate equality c′ ≈ -c relating geometric coefficients of both displaced and
usual cells make it possible to obtain formulas for correct rates of change of the residuals of the
equations. Consequently, only four global iterations and 4 to 5 (in average) inner pressure
correction iterations for every global iteration suffice to provide the convergence.
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